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How can we take advantage of the pandemic and amplify the voice of the

educator and learner?

How can education systems incorporate more student voice and choice so learners

can access their passions and curiosities as a means of learning new knowledge

and skills?

What actions were taken during the pandemic can be sustained to address the

inequity gap?

How might education weave real-world problem identification (which is

foundational to problem-solving) into the curriculum?

How can we leverage real-world issues and challenges so that students see the

relevance of schooling?

During the pandemic , school leaders have become more important than ever . So ,

what implications does this current context have for new leaders as they prepare

to lead in uncertain times?

This 2022 ICSEI Dialogic responds to this year ’s virtual conference theme of Back to
the Future? Problems and Possibilities for Educational Equity, Quality and
Sustainability. This second issue is also a collaboration with ICSEI ’s Generational

Renewal , Inclusion and Diversity (GRID) Standing Committee (see the GRID terms of

reference here). As editors , we would like to thank all contributors from our ICSEI

community and look forward to the discussion at the joint Dialogic/GRID spotlight

session on January 10 , 2022 from 8 :00-9 :00pm CET. Last year ’s discussion was a

highlight for many congress attendees and we hope to see you there. 

Our aim for this ICSEI Dialogic was to build on the conversation we started in Issue 1

and during the congress at our virtual ‘Fireside chat ’ (post-session reflections found

here). Keeping with the multi-modal approach , in this issue we not only want to

continue the discussion , but also to illustrate the emerging thinking , reflections , and

work of educators around the world. We asked those involved in these conversations

to consider the perspective , voices , and issues that needed to be heard , and how this

might relate to the ICSEI 2022 theme of ‘Back to the Future : Problems and

possibilities for educational equity , quality and sustainability ' . Using padlet to

crowdsource guiding questions from ICSEI members , the final questions for this issue

are :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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In preparing this editorial , we found a healthcare article written 100 years after the

1918 influenza pandemic by Short , Kedzierska and van de Sandt (October , 2018) in

Frontiers in Cellular and Infection Microbiology that highlighted new insights into the

understanding of viral pathogenesis . Coincidentally , the title of this piece was “Back to

the Future : Lessons Learned From the 1918 Influenza Pandemic.” Published only a year

prior to COVID-19 , the authors posed an important and timely question : “Are we truly

better prepared for the next influenza virus pandemic or are there still lessons to be

learned?” (Short et al , 2018 , p. X). Although aimed at the healthcare community , this

question is also worth asking the educational community now : Are we truly better

prepared for the next influenza virus pandemic or are there still lessons to be learned?

Will we be better prepared to pivot into emergency remote learning for any future

crises (pandemics , climate events , conflicts , etc)? Are we preparing our children and

youth as well as the adults in our education systems to not only survive but also

flourish in the uncertain world of the future? 

The use of the phrase ‘Back to the Future ’ in both the referenced article and as ICSEI ’s

congress theme is interesting and worth exploring further as a metaphor for our

current pandemic context . For those of us who came of age in the late 80 ’s , it is hard

not to equate the phrase ‘Back to the Future ’ with the film trilogy by Zemeckis and

Gale starring Michael J Fox and Christopher Lloyd. For those unfamiliar with the

American science fiction films , they were first released in 1985 and tell the story of a

small-town California teen , Marty McFly (Fox), who travels backward and forward

through time in a retrofitted DMC DeLorean car designed by his eccentric scientist

friend Doc Brown (Lloyd). It is the DeLorean ’s flux capacitor (a fictional piece of

technology) that according to Doc Brown , “makes time travel possible.” However , as

Marty soon comes to learn during his adventures in all three films , the changes that

are made in the past can significantly influence future outcomes and learning from

the future can positively influence the present . And it is the transformational change

element of the films that we find so compelling.

Could the COVID-19 pandemic be viewed as education ’s DeLorean? If so , have we , like

Marty , been propelled into an unrecognizable time where school buildings worldwide

can be closed overnight , standardized tests abolished and teachers and students can

‘pivot ’ to emergency remote learning from home , often via online methods? And what

have we learned from this experience that we can ‘bring back ’ to improve our

education systems? This time we are in is eerily similar to Schwab ’s (2016 , para. 1)

warning of a Fourth Industrial Revolution where “we stand on the brink of a

technological revolution that will fundamentally alter the way we live , work , and

relate to one another . In its scale , scope , and complexity , the transformation will be

unlike anything humankind has experienced before. We do not yet  know  just  how  it 
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will unfold , but one thing is clear : the response to it must be integrated and

comprehensive , involving all stakeholders of the global polity , from the public and

private sectors to academia and civil society.” Our pandemic DeLorean has provided

us with the unique opportunity to rethink teaching and learning and make changes

that can significantly alter schooling of the future. Specifically , how are we working

together to address the vast inequity that has always been present in public

education but cannot be ignored in this time of crisis? How might we further

recognize and support the essential role schools and school staff play beyond the

traditional focus on curriculum , assessment , and outcomes in an effort to power us

forward to transformational change.

Utilizing the ideas of ‘Back to the Future ’ enables us to critically examine how we

come to understand the true nature of the challenges faced , the insights this might

offer , and how this can be applied. This enables not only the opportunity to better

prepare for future challenges , but to reimagine the what , why , and how of what we do

with a focus on equity , quality , and sustainability. 

In this issue , eight of our ICSEI colleagues offer their insights about how the current

context in their countries is prompting them to think about the development and

delivery of education in their regions. We start with the ICSEI Generational Renewal ,

Inclusion , and Diversity (GRID) committee ’s Statement on COVID and Social Justice.

From there , we present the Dialogic submissions in two sections. In the first section ,

which we have called ‘Voices from the Field ’ , authors like Fiston Muganda , Robyn

Whittaker and colleagues , Adil Bentahar , and Jerret Long highlight their learning from

navigating education systems during these challenging times , proposing next steps

for stronger education systems. From there , we move into a section called ‘Thinking

for a Better Future ’ where our colleagues Andrew Wambua , Venesser Fernandes ,

Karen Ramlackan , and Rania Sawahli pose insightful questions based on their

reflections that will prompt readers to continue the conversation about what socially

just education looks , sounds , and feels like. And that ’s our next step : we invite you to

join us and our GRID colleagues to continue this conversation on January 10 at 20 :00-

21 :00 CET.
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The COVID-19 pandemic has and continues to challenge all

sectors of life as we know it . The educational enterprise has

been significantly challenged for all school age learners but

especially those living in poverty and other marginalized

communities . Concomitantly , many parts of the world have

witnessed a rising tide of racial and social injustice. The

International Congress for School Effectiveness and

Improvement builds on is ethical stance as a international

community to ensure every member and participant has an

equal ,  unhindered.  opportunity   to   fully   participate   and

GRID Statement  on  COVID and Social  Just ice

Dean Jacob Easley II , Touro College Graduate School of Education in collaboration
with the 2021 GRID committee
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engage with ICSEI Congresses and other activities , regardless of cultural , religious ,

racial/ethnic , socio-economic backgrounds , sexual orientation , and gender to

enhance quality , equity , and excellence in education , related to school effectiveness

and improvement .

Modeling our ethical stance is an initial step we take to ensure equitable educational

excellence around the globe as researchers , policy makers , practitioners

collaboratively addressing the convergence of two contagions—the Novel Coronavirus

and the virus of social injustice . Equity in this context is undergirded by our moral

responsibility to recognize the systemic conditions that place marginalized

communities at risk for access to , the engagement in , and the full benefits of quality

educational resources and experiences . Equally , educational equity concerns itself

with the economic , social , and political capital to navigate said conditions for positive

outcomes . 

The global learning crisis , informed by the United Nation Children ’s Fund (UNICEF)

analysis of public education funding between the poorest and richest students , is

further impacted by both the COVID-9 pandemic and structural racism and or social

injustice . Notwithstanding the Novel Coronavirus , even among the wealthiest of

countries , public education funding for economically  advantaged  families  outpaces 
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ICSEI exercises its position as a leader in bringing together educators from all sectors

to develop knowledge and exchange ideas for educational equity and excellence

around the globe . The development of its newest global network—the Crisis Response

in Education Network—is one example of responsive leadership . Yet , researchers ,

policy makers , and practitioners dedicated to educational equity are welcomed to

engage through social media forums , our many global networks , and congresses to

advance school improvement through the dismantlement of structural and systemic

inequities that disadvantage marginalized communities , culturally , socially ,

politically , economically , and otherwise .
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contributions to the poorest families . Evidence of a widening learning gap due to

educational interruptions exacerbated by the pandemic is known globally . School

closures and the digital divide are two known culprits . The result is often serious

disruptions in learning and learning poverty felt hardest by marginalized

communities . Serious disruptions in learning , when prolonged and chronic , are

certain to define a generation impacted by inadequate economic , social , and

political capital to fully contribute to and compete in a global economy , not

overlooking the strain on human development , social cohesion , and overall well-

being .
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Born in an African French-speaking country (the Democratic Republic of Congo , DRC)

I was raised to be poor , vulnerable , and parasite-infested. Our family fled the conflict

when I was only 11 and we became refugees . This early experience of life has had a

huge impact , both negative and positive , on my adulthood. At some points , this

seemed to be the gigantic obstacle in my life as I could not rely upon anything other

than help outside the realities of my existence. Begging was injected in me , so I could

not easily find alternatives to fight for life and thrive.

Navigat ing  Displacement ,  F inding Belonging
Fiston Muganda (Uganda), CEO , UNIDOS social innovation center , Uganda
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As a refugee , having no start and/or end and no formal support , and even worse , no

hope , I could only see everything in terms of harm and loss . Yet this psychological and

social vulnerability proved wonderfully powerful when I decided to view this through

a different lens , and it offered me a turning point . When I was 18 years I began to ask

myself questions such as : “What is that , which triggers all the negativities in me? How

is that damaging my nature? How vulnerable am I and how do I find resilience into

this and turn this painful tragedy into a mirroring approach of self-driven motivation

that aspires to become a help to the planet , a contributor to freedom fighting

movements , a catalyst , and driver of social transformational changes across the

continents?"

The obstacles I have been and am still facing have become the motivational triggers

that help me rise with more flexibility , resilience , and acceptance of diverse trans-

contextual realities around human life .

I have spent the rest of my life trying to find refuge , having

fled from my country due to repetitive wars and all types of

violence , torture , trauma , and alienation in my life.

Life is difficult in a refugee settlement - refugees are

subject to all sorts of hardships , trauma leading to various

mental disorders and resulting in very chaotic experiences

of life.

“What life in the refugee camp is , is the opposite of what

life is outside there!”

P a g e  8
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MY EDUCATION JOURNEY AND CHALLENGE

My school in Congo was located 5 miles away from my home and I had to walk to

and from school for six days a week. In addition to this , I would wake up early and

complete my home chores every morning before setting off to school .

My Mom and Dad are both from very underclass families and this never gave me

the chance to be a student worthy of value in the eyes of society . I could barely eat

and dress well , which disturbed my parents and denied me the chance to

experience society as caring. We were all despised , and being the blackest boy in

my class I was also subject to discrimination due to my skin color , I felt

embarrassed , tortured , cast out…and lacked the confidence to stand against the

criticism and the segregation.

Despite this , I would still go to school because of my parent ’s motivation. They

both encouraged me to go to school and to be different from what people thought

of me. I finally made it to my senior school and I got my diploma in 2015 , finishing

second in my class . I dreamed of sharing with my whole community how basic

education can have a very big impact on a person ’s life and that parents should be

the first educators and engage with kids as learners they both need to teach and

learn from.

I C S E I  D i a l o g i c  |  2 0 2 2
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Seven years ago , I decided to cross over into Uganda , as I hoped I would find a

chance to further my education , live a happy life , restore my lost hopes , values ,

status , and dignity…

However , on my way , I was captured by rebel groups and forced into the army , and

I was forced to mug people and rob their properties . I felt completely dead and

started living another aspect of my existence. I was taught to treat others violently .

I was not at peace , I had no support , I was forced to flee my country , I was not

helped to achieve my dreams . I was deeply traumatized.

With lots of risk-taking , I finally made it to Uganda. There I had to live on the street

for quite some time. While on the streets , I had no other family than my fellow

street kids , who gave me support , listened to my tragic story , and offered me a

space in their hearts .

I started teaching English then , and finally started making a very small living of

about USD 3 and was able to live on this for some time.

In 2016 , I started teaching English at the adult education center and started to

make some more money . This allowed me to finally be able to live decently , and

also to help other people I met on the street .

ICSEI

International Congress for
School Effectiveness and Improvement



TRANSCENDING BOUNDARIES , FINDING MY VOICE

In 2018 , I met a friend and worked with him to create a Social Innovation Center to

improve refugee livelihoods through entrepreneurial activities and learning circles ;

I joined an online global community of like-minded people with whom I learned to

use my painful experiences to heal from my painful psycho-social wounds . With

this community , I have developed a sense of belonging and self-discovery

meditating , scribing , and self-visualization have led me to see myself as having a

role in healing this planet from its most painful calamities .

REFLECTIONS - BARRIERS TO EDUCATION IN CONFLICT-AFFECTED COUNTRIES

LIKE MINE

Exposure to conflict affects people in several ways , ranging from direct killings and

injuries to more subtle , yet persistent and irreversible effects on schooling , health ,

nutrition , future opportunities , and well-being. Children ’s educational attainment is

particularly compromised by exposure to violence.

My life experience calls attention to the importance of reforming education

systems in conflict-affected countries like the Democratic Republic of Congo , my

country .

This is , however , a major challenge for countries emerging from years and

sometimes decades of armed violence.

On the one hand , the destruction of infrastructure , social institutions , and markets

may create important barriers to the supply of schooling and the creation of

enabling environments in which education systems can be rebuilt . On the other

hand , changes in economic and social structures within families and communities ,

alongside persistent insecurity , may create demand-side barriers to students

joining schools during and after violent conflicts .

Yet without dialogue , engagement , and compassion , and insight into the lived

experience of those suffering from the ongoing consequences of such conflict ,

their plight - our plight - remains invisible - as do we. We need to create greater

awareness and opportunity for refugees to share their stories , and to reach their

human potential . 
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The value which Africa Voices Dialogue brings lies in the creation of a space for the

authentic voice of African learners and educators to be heard . We believe that bringing

these perspectives to the fore is essential in how we navigate the way “back to the

future” for our education systems , as these voices play a critical role in re-imagining

education on the continent – and yet are seldom heard .

‘The great powers of the world may have done wonders giving the world and
industrial and military look, but the great gift still has to come from Africa -
giving the world a more human face’. - Steve Biko

Born from the Africa Spotlight session at ICSEI 2020 in Marrakesh , Morocco , Africa

Voices Dialogue was conceptualized as a space where African educators , learners and

communities could connect to share the unique realities of learning on the continent .

 

In the year since its inception , the Africa Voices Dialogue platform has engaged with

over 700 participants , from 35 different African countries , as well as a substantive

number of participants from other contexts and continents .

A reflective piece on a year of Africa Voices Dialogue

and on what has been learnt , experienced , and shared

through the opportunity for the voices of educators ,

learners , and communities on the African continent to

be seen , heard , and loved. We consider some of the

powerful insights into the re-imagining and re-

humanisation of education which have been offered

by this community , and which show potential for

improving educational equity , quality and

sustainability in these uncertain times – specifically  in

the context of the African continent . 

Craft ing  Connect ion ,  Enhancing Belonging
 Dr . Robyn Whittaker , Dr . Andrew Wambua , Prof Abedelaziz Zohri , Africa Voices Dialogue
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We believe that there is a need to understand and appreciate the experiences of

learners and educators , as well as their broader communities , far more fully . We also

believe that it is essential that the African voice is elevated at regional , continental ,

and global levels . Africa Voices Dialogue explores the African experience of education

and profiles approaches to education that are uniquely African and suited to the

context of this continent , increasing the opportunity for our educators and learners to

have an equal voice with key players in the other continents .
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We aspire to engage and grow curious learners and educators who can formulate their

own approaches to education through discourse with others . Our experience is that

clearly articulated and shared experiences foster a stronger voice , particularly when

these are mirrored by others . This in turn elicits the courage to experiment within our

own context and grow capacity and faith in our own ability to initiate and deliver

innovation and change. Even that ‘voiceless ’ teacher or that learner who is furthest

behind - when given an opportunity - has a voice which can define teaching and

learning for the better . Our greatest asset is the voice of the African educator and
learner, by the African educator and learner, for the African continent and
beyond.

I C S E I  D i a l o g i c  |  2 0 2 2
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The Covid-19 pandemic has exposed many fault-lines within education systems not

only in Africa but across the globe . We are thrilled that during the pandemic it has

been possible to create a convening space for African educators , learners , and

communities to share their experiences , innovations as well as potential solutions to

the challenges they have been facing . We are experiencing the evolution of an

ecosystem of educators and learners who are enabled and equipped to learn together ,

to share their knowledge , to de-privatize practices , to innovate and co-create

improvements in professional knowledge , skills and practices . In addition , we are

witnessing high levels of creativity and problem solving among our young people . It is

our hope that through the convening space of Africa Voices Dialogue , the African child

shall grow to be a champion they have always desired to be – and will find the power

of their voice .

‘Every child deserves a champion—an adult who will never give up on them, who
understands the power of connection and insists that they become the best that
they can possibly be.’ - Rita Pierson

International Congress for
School Effectiveness and Improvement



Links to Recorded African Voices Dialogue Sessions: 
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To receive notification of future Africa Voices Dialogue events , please join our mailing

list here.

The inaugural session of Africa Voices Dialogue Series 
on Education

Hosted by South Africa and Morocco
 

Inclusive and Collective Leadership for Education

Empowered Beyond School

Teacher Wellbeing

Fostering Entrepreneurial Mindset

Education in Conflict

Community Based Learning Ecosystems Workshop

Wellbeing Workshop

Creative Play-based Learning Workshop

Hosted by Ghana

Hosted by Egypt

Hosted by Kenya

Hosted by Uganda

Hosted by Cameroon

Storytelling Under the Stars – Anniversary Celebration

ICSEI
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Resuming teaching in person in Fall 2021 , I felt the need to capitalize on practices

and technologies adopted or developed during the pandemic , given the benefits my

students and I experienced first-hand. Now , my face-to-face RW course uses

electronic textbooks , which allows both the students to interact actively with reading

and the instructor to display reading passages using the Zoom screen share. For

example , before March 2020 , my colleagues and I used print textbooks (which is also

advantageous), but thanks to technology , my students are now able to see each other

highlighting the main ideas of text and taking notes synchronously ; they can also

listen to the readings in audio format and look up difficult concepts autonomously ,

among other advantages of electronic textbooks in face-to-face settings .

Another “post-pandemic” adjustment to my in-person instruction is the continued use

of Perusall , a social learning platform widely used in IEP RW classrooms . Perusall is

designed to “promote high pre-class reading compliance , engagement , and

conceptual understanding” (Miller et al . , 2018 , p. 3) and increase instructor efficiency

through an integrated assessment of student engagement with the reading (Walker ,

2019). Perusall can also help bolster students ’ writing skills such as annotating and

synthesizing , two important skills international students need for a successful

integration into university (Bentahar & Cranker , 2021).

Advancing Educat ional  Qual i ty  in  IEP  Reading
and Wri t ing  Instruct ion :  Three Effect ive  Pract ices

Before the COVID-19 era , technology was often used primarily as

a supplemental component of intensive English program (IEP)

reading and writing (RW) instruction , probably due to the U.S.

government ’s mandate requiring IEP international students to

take a minimum of 18 contact hours weekly (Reese & Helms ,

2018). However , under the pandemic new reality , technology

has become a pivotal component of IEP course offerings

(Bentahar & Alalou , 2021). More than any time , IEP RW

instructors are adapting to the rapidly changing environment of

online learning and like many of my colleagues in the field , I

have grown more cognizant of the learning opportunities and

innovative ideas  emerging  inside  and  outside  the  classroom.

Getting “back to the future” entails certain technology based practices adopted

during the pandemic are here to stay in face-to-face instruction as catalyzers of

quality and sustainability in IEP RW classrooms . Three of these practices rely on the

use of 1) electronic textbooks , 2) social learning platforms such as Perusall , and 3)

online group discussion boards . 

Dr . Adil Bentahar , Assistant Professor , University of Delaware , USA
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The third practice that I believe can help advance educational quality in IEP RW

classrooms is the use of discussion boards . As an integrated system , Canvas discussion

boards , for example , can spark effective discussion and promote communication

among students and between students and their instructors (Keith , 2019). A RW

discussion-board assignment might , for instance , encourage students to conduct a

short search on a concept and read an article before they can post their reflections or

responses . Among other benefits , online discussion boards can save RW instructors

time , and offer students ample opportunities to both refine their writing skills

asynchronously (Bentahar , 2021) and learn and develop group discussion etiquettes in

writing.

Advancing educational quality in a post-pandemic world is a priority that entails

retaining the same technology applications and related practices that proved

effective at teaching reading , whether during or after emergency remote teaching

(Bentahar & Alalou , 2021). The integration of e-textbooks , Perusall , and online

discussion boards are but three examples of the limitless possibilities that technology

offers RW instructors . 
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Jerret is focused on the role of mentorship and the building of leadership capacity
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School  Leadership :  New Leaders
Jerret Long , Superintendent/CEO , Lord Selkirk School Division (Manitoba , Canada)
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History would repeat itself in 2020 when Covid-19 was declared a pandemic leading

to closure of all schools around the globe. One year into the pandemic , close to half of

the world 's students are still affected by partial or full closure of schools . This can lead

to generational catastrophe that could shatter many dreams , undermine decades of

progress and hence make it hard , if not impossible , to have equitable , quality and

sustainable education. The similarities of the great plague in England and the current

pandemic are striking , and there is a lot to learn from the two – if we are to go back
to the future.

By going back to the future , we are challenged to reason together on the future we

want for our children : a future filled with hope – where each child has access to

equitable quality and sustainable education regardless of his/her background or

location. By going back to the future , we are using the work of great Greeks and Plato

– among others great scholars – to learn that education is a means to achieve justice ,

both individual as well as social . We are learning that we can easily exist  in  harmony

I C S E I  D i a l o g i c  |  2 0 2 2

as social distancing or even quarantine to avoid getting infected. Newton would

remain quarantined for a year studying – a period that would later be referred to as

annus mirabilis or “year of wonders”. It was in this period that he discovered calculus ,

the theory of optics , and the force of gravity as captured in his so-called annus

mirabilis of 1666 :

In 1665 , England was hit by a bubonic

plague that led to the closure of learning

institutions , and the University of

Cambridge where Isaac Newton was

schooling was not left out . As a result of

the plague , Newton had to study from

Woolsthorpe Manor ; the family estate

located Northwest of Cambridge. Due to

the plague then , people would practice

the same things we are doing today such P h o t o  c r e d i t s :  P e d r o  J a r q u e  K r e b s

For in those days I was in the prime of my age for invention & minded

Mathematics & Philosophy more than at any time since (as quoted by

Whiteside , 1966 , p. 32).
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in the presence of equal educational opportunities from an early age to compete

fairly with each other . By going back to the future , we are building epistemic

dispositions , intellectual character , and problem solving skills among our learners .

By going back to the future , we are reminded of the great words by Kwame

Nkurumah ““an ideal Africa with sound base of economic development and a well

informed society will be made not by a strong military state rather , a strong

education system guided by an articulate and elaborate curriculum" (qtd in

Kabeera , 2018 , para 1). 
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How can we take advantage of the current challenges – key among them

disease , climate change , and conflicts – to improve our education systems?

What lessons can we learn from the bubonic plague and Covid-19 pandemic?

Reflective questions  

1.

2.

Hopefully , by going back to the future , we shall rise in one accord and reform our

already flawed education systems for the better .

Reference

Kabeera , P. (2018). Education and the role of policymakers . The New Times (April ,

4th , 2018). Retrived from https ://www.newtimes .co.rw/education/education-and-

role-policy-makers
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I would take it that back to the

future means understanding the

‘power of failure ’ and being bold

enough to harness it at system ,

institution , group and personal

levels . After all , we did at first

believe that the pandemic would

cause failures in education through

huge learning loss , well-being and

health issues , exhaustion and

insufficient resources to share

around    equally    and    equitably .

The exponential and rapid change and innovation brought out during the six

lockdowns we underwent in Victoria , Australia left many of us spinning and

pivoting towards what became essentials that we needed to keep in place and

removing the extraneous at whatever the cost .

Writing from one of the most locked up jurisdictions world-wide during the

pandemic , watching how the events of the last two years unfolded , the incredible

efforts of schools in caring for students and of the school on the whole as a

community has made me become quite hopeful to see that we have survived . In

fact , many schools , students , teachers and school leaders have reported that they

have not just survived but thrived across Australia whatever the level of impact the

pandemic has had . While there may be 50 shades of survival and thriving through a

pandemic , the fact that Australian education remained intact gives me immense

hope .

Harness ing the  Power  of  Fa i lure :  (Re) imagin ing
poss ib i l i t ies  for  educat ional  equity ,  qual i ty  and
susta inabi l i ty  in  uncerta in  t imes?

Dr . Venesser Fernandes , Monash University (Australia)
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The pandemic was in some ways a clarifying apparatus . There were a lot that we

had not seen before or chose to ignore which came out quite clearly through the

rapid and disruptive innovation and transformations that took place in the space of

online learning over these two years . Inequities and inequalities that had previously

been explained away , surfaced and took central focus and had to be attended to.

The stark realities of climate change and the effect that humankind is having on

the planet became unavoidable. Everyone worked collectively at bringing back the

real essence and spirit of education into educational spaces – Staying Human

became acceptable , whatever side of the table one sat at . The pandemic has

served us a strong dose of vulnerability and dependability on each other .
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I feel that while we are at an important crossroad in time , what nearly undid us , also

brought us together . We have got a challenging path ahead as we prepare to hand

over our responsibility for this planet to the youth of tomorrow. We have a few

decades worth of innovative steam to sustain the thoughtful learning acquired

through this period of planetary pause and to work out what is relevant for our corner

of earth , our contribution to education , our service to our fellow human beings , and

our preservation of life as a planet . Can we be honest enough , bold enough ,

courageous enough and humble enough to acknowledge our mistakes? Can we

develop more ethical and practical pathways for education that helps our youth

navigate the challenges ahead of them? Can we sustain life on this planet by

delivering an education that equips our young people to be wise , courageous and

humble when they take over the responsibility that we give them to serve all life on

this planet in the generations ahead? Are we going to run this race and sustain the

lessons we have learnt through COVID-19? Pause… Reflect… Act… Serve. There is

definitely work that needs to be done and we now know what it is . Let 's just do it!
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Creativity is necessary in reimagining possibilities for

equity , social justice , and inclusion in diverse global

educational contexts . The upheaval of the pandemic

illuminated the inequities that affect minoritized

populations disproportionately . Within education , needs

for access to schooling , resources to accommodate for

remote and in person learning , and adjustment support

for families and communities are wide-ranging thus

creating a critical crisis for continuity and adaptability in

times of uncertainty and disruption.

Education reforms for leading , teaching , and learning through creativity and

innovative methods require reimagining leadership and management . Rethinking

conceptions , ideologies and power dynamics of leadership means that a broader

understanding of leadership beyond the traditional role of administrators in

educational systems (Samier , 2016) leads to empowerment of teachers , students ,

families , and communities in reform efforts . Fostering social justice leadership may

sustain schooling communities that increase inclusive access and belonging ,

through asset-based critical pedagogical approaches that value a multiplicity of

worldviews and curriculum as cultural practice (Kanu , 2006).

Cr i t ical  and Creat ive  Capaci t ies  for  Equity ,  Social
Just ice ,  and Inclus ion

Dr . Karen Ramlackhan , Assistant Professor of Educational Leadership & Policy
Studies , University of South Florida (USA)
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Redressing the structural and institutional conditions that oppress and delimit the

academic outcomes and postsecondary trajectories of historically marginalized

populations necessitates acknowledgement of the complex and multifaceted

dynamics that detrimentally impact students , families , and communities .

Generational trauma that Indigenous , Black , and people of color experience is a

result of entrenched systems of oppression and marginalization that shaped their

culture and realities (Anzaldua , 1990). Longstanding structural inequities exist

systemically (e.g. , racism , ableism , sexism , xenophobia , homophobia , etc.) via

politics , regulations , borders , processes , and scholarship (Mohanty , 2003). Needed

are justice-oriented approaches and actions informed by the intersections of

sociopolitical identities based upon race/ethnicity , gender , social class , language ,

immigration/refugee , religion , sexuality , and disability , and so  on  (Crenshaw , 2019).
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We need approaches that provide multi-perspectival interrogations of enduring issues

that involve interdisciplinary social justice praxis (Freire , 2000) and the incorporation

of innovation and creativity to develop solutions in new and distinctive ways .

Conformity to existing schooling practices , intellectual traditions , and research

orientations may inhibit endeavors for addressing issues of equity and inclusion in

schooling systems . Orthodoxy is shaped by political , ideological , theoretical , empirical ,

philosophical , sociocultural , and historical factors . Ontological and epistemological

traditions embedded within dominant educational wisdoms and intellectual

approaches to research , practice , and policies require further examination (Smith ,

1999). Equity focused ideologies , methodologies and theories , and plurality of voices

and perspectives are warranted to understand the social , political , and environmental

issues that impact schools and the communities they serve. This means that local

knowledges , languages , histories , ways of thinking , learning , and doing are valued and

respected as cultural strengths and essential for agency , advocacy , and activism

(Thiong 'o , 1986). Furthermore , there is need to transcend the discrete fields of study ,

the narrow lines of inquiry , and the siloed disciplines for interdisciplinary and

transdisciplinary collaborations in academia and beyond , to address contextual issues

in creative ways that advance justice-oriented and equity-focused action through re-

envisioning policy , practice , and research.

Therefore , use creativity in critical thinking and problem solving , incorporate diverse

intellectual traditions , and engage with interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary

scholars to address complex challenges in innovative and nuanced ways for equitable

schooling outcomes in educational systems worldwide. What does this mean for you

in your current circumstance , within your institutional context , with regard to your

community? 
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Many researchers highlight the need to acknowledge non-Western educational

leadership experiences and knowledge (Hallinger and Chen , 2015 ; Hallinger and

Kovačević , 2019 ; Hammad and Al-ani , 2021). However , reviewing non-Western

literature shows a dearth of studies related to educational leadership in many nations ,

such as Arabic and Islamic nations .

There are some efforts to review educational leadership in non-Western settings , such

as Arar and Haj-Yahya ’s study (2019) in which they present four scholars who identify

leadership characteristics evident in early Islam , which they use as a basis to

construct a conceptual framework to guide educational leadership. Remarkably , the

underrepresentation of previous efforts in this area applies even to modern

contributions such as mentioning scholars who have made great contributions by

designing new schooling systems and establishing educational institutions . For

instance , recent scholars such as Khalil al-Sakakini (1878-1953) established a school

with a new system that had no exams and no punishment , which was considered

revolutionary at that time in Palestine , and he also introduced a new approach to

teaching Arabic.

In the same vein , an educational leader , Dr . Majid Irsan Al-Kaylani (1937-2015) who

graduated from the University of Pittsburgh in 1981 wrote three comparative studies

on previous Muslim scholars ’ educational contributions to Western theories and

approaches , as well as more than 24 books and articles . In his book The Development
of Islamic Educational Theory ,  Al-Kaylani  (1985)  presented  teaching  strategies  and 

Back to  the  future :  Archery  and educat ional
leadership
Dr . Rania Sawalhi (Qatar) | Co-founder of Eduenterprise , Qatar 
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ICSEI ’s 2022 theme is “Back to the future”,

which reminds me of archery . Before

shooting the arrow (in this case it might be

establishing new organizations or launching

new educational initiatives), educational

leaders (the archers) need to review previous

efforts and reflect on current practices while

sharing national and international

information (retrieving the arrows from the

bullseye) before heading to the future.                        
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theories that were developed during the early Islamic centuries that need to be

explored to develop the whole person (spiritually , mentally…), and prepare

individuals for the afterlife. Such theories might become more popular than

Bloom ’s taxonomy .

The aforementioned examples show the need not only to hear the voice from

different contexts and experiences but also to reconnect scholars with their

heritage before designing and implementing new educational opportunities in an

uncertain era. This goes beyond listing and analyzing previous contributions to

rereading and relearning them with a fresh and decolonized mind and heart .

Furthermore , we need to avoid assumptions while reading or translating the terms

of new texts .
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